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srIX EX.CHAXGE BETWEEN FREE RADICALS 3475 

Since the concenlration of Llll; radical \\':1S different in 
the two J11e:lsurcmen ts. the Ii newid ths observed at 
variabk temperature were multiplied by the Iincwidth 
rJtio of Lhe ! \\'0 solut ions at a common set of conditions 
(20 0 e, j>= 1 .Illn) . This procedure is justified since in 
this range of concentration it was independently veri
lied that the linewidth is linear with concentration.ll 

The ~amt: linearity of lincwidth with concentration W:1S 
assumed in correcting the data for changes in liquid 
and vapor density with temperature. 

TilL: results oi the variable pressure measurements in 
mcthyl cyclohcxane at·20°C a re presented in Fig. 2(:1) . 
It should be noted that for the deoxygenated solution, 
the linewidth is linear with 7]-1, whereas a definite 
CUITature is noticed for the two solutions containing 
oxygen. The da~hed line in Fig. 2(a) is the theoretical 
plot of a O.002·Bf deoxygenated solution, the slope of 
which is ollc-fifth th:1t of the 0.012}f deoxygenated 
solution. This rehtionship is also established by the 
linearity of W wiLh concentration in the region of 
exchange rates covered by these experiments . The line 
wa:; located to give the same difference in intercepts 
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FIG. 1. (a) L:newidths of DTBX in liquid propane, c~O.()U[ 
at 20°C. Data ohtained in sealed tube a t variable .lemperalur<:. 
(0) . Lincwidlh of DTBX in liquid 71-penlane. Open circles repre
sent data at varia.hIe pressure with T= 293°K, while filled circles 
are data at \'ariable temperature and P= 1 atm . Liquids are 
dcoxygenalcd. c=0.012J! ; 'J : "ariahle pressure data, and C"-' 

o.oo·ur for variable tcmpcr"ture (bla. Linewidths were nor
m:dizcd ior the concentration difference. 

11 A. Kwok, thesis, Harvard university, See also 1\1. T . Jones, 
J. Chem. Phys. 38, 2892 (1963); and J. Danner and T. R . Tuttle, 
Jr., J. Am. Chem. Soc. 85, 4052 (1963) . 
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FIG. 2 (a) Lincwidths of DTBN in liquid methylcydohcxane. 
All data are at variable pressure at T= 293°K. Open circl~s arc 
c=0.012J1, air salurated at P= 1 atm, filled circles are c= 
0.0024M, air saturated at P= 1 atm, and hair-filled circles are 
c=0.012M, deoxygenated solution. The dashed line represents 
the expected behavior of a c=0.0024.1[ deoxygenated solution . 
(b) Linewidlh differences c,w between oxygen containing and 
deoxygenated solutions of DTB:\f in methylcyclohexane. Solid 
line is for a radical concentration of c=0.012-'1-1, whil" dashed 
line is for c=0.0024M. 

between deoxygenated solutions as that observed be
twecn the oxygen containing solutions at thesc con
centmtions. 

Figure 2(b) illustrates the e(l't;ct of dissolved oxygen 
on the free radical lincwidths. Thc solid line i" the: 
difference in linewidth (.CdV) Lelwee:n ox.\·gt:n contain
ing and deoxygen:tted !:iolulions, at c= 0.01.2-11, whereas 
the dashed line is the difference in linewidth bdween 
the oxygen containing O.002·Bf solut.ion and tlut or 
the theoretical deoxygenated solutio a of Lhc same con
centration. It is observed that the nonlineariL\" of the 
curves in Fig. 2(a) is due to the presence ot dissolved 
oxygen at both radic:11 concentrations, :1nd tint the 
effect of oxygen is the same at both radical concentra
tions. 

It is found t:L _ at high viscosities, the line\\"idth is 
approximately line:1r with T /7], which is th.:: predicted 
behavior according to the theory of Pake :1nd Tllttle~ 
for p= 1, whereas the slope falls off at lower viscosities. 
It is assumed that in the linear region p= 1, and that 
the falling off of the linewidth at reduced viscosities is 


